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Yuan Drama as a socio-cultural context of the Yuan dynasty, convey the drama of
Buddhism exist, to explore the Buddhist thought of drama, from which allows us
to enjoy the significant impact on the social education. This article attempts to
Buddhist theory perspective on the drama in the Yuan dynasty, in particular
analysis of the Yuan dynasty. This article is divided into four parts. The first part is
a foreword. Brief review of others ' research results related to the in the preamble,
and demonstrated the feasibility study with Buddhist theory of Yuan dynasty.
Chapter one focused on Buddhism and karma of the Yuan dynasty. We believe
that causes drama is a writer used to Buddhist view of karma, and fusion of
Confucian thought conceived the story, a means of life. Mainly Qu on Buddhist
thought in chapter II of the "enlightenment" era examples and analysis. Basic
concepts of enlightenment is given in the play outside and representative works,
we believe that enlightenment Buddhist spirit embodied in the play and the road
to enlightenment, and enlightenment spirit also permeated Buddhism in plays.
Chapter III, verse of Buddhist thought "again plays" examples and analysis.
Articles through the beautification of reincarnation in zaju Opera subject
classification, analysis of Buddhist spiritual reincarnation plays and its
embodiment, and pointed to the generation, when the Buddhist spirit, especially
the law of reincarnation was beginning to affect the spirit of literary creation,
especially when zaju creation, manifestation of Buddhism in which the purported
will inevitably occur many departure. Conclusion believes that this interpretation
of Buddhist thought through this article, enable people to causes, and
reincarnation drama, the relationship between enlightenment Opera and Buddhist
thought there is a new awareness, thus making an objective and fair evaluation.
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